
SELECTING REVIEWERS

•Select Reviewers on the 
Select Reviewers tab

•The Reviewer List will 
remain empty until you 
select reviewers.

•Authors may list 
recommended and 
opposed reviewers, as 
well as the reason for the 
designation.  You are not 
required to grant their 
request.

•To use a recommended 
reviewer, tick the Add 
box, then click the Add 
icon.



FINDING REVIEWERS IN THE DATABASE

•The Quick Search allows 
you to look up users by 
name.

•Enter a first or last name, 
then click Search. 



FINDING REVIEWERS IN THE DATABASE

•The Advanced Search
allows a more detailed 
search.  Use this search 
to look up users by 
keyword.

•Fill any field, then click 
Search. 



REVIEWER DETAILS

•The words in blue are keywords 
indicating authors’ declared 
expertise.

•Click on the spyglass icon              
to view the reviewer’s profile. 

•You can see reviewer statistics to 
the right of the name.

•Red exclamation points indicate 
that the reviewer is ineligible to 
review the manuscript.

•Tick the Add box next to the 
reviewer you wish to select, then 
click the Add button at the bottom.

keywords



REVIEWER DETAILS - THE R-SCORE
What is the R-Score?

The R-Score is a way to rate reviews in 
ScholarOne. 3.00 is highest; 1.00 is lowest.
0.00 means that no reviews have been rated.

How do you submit a rating?

When you open a review in the ED queue you will 
see a question at the end marked "Quality 
Assessment." This is where you can rate the review, 
and it will become part of the reviewer's score.

Where do you find a reviewer’s R-Score?

The R-Score can be found in the reviewer search 
results, or by clicking on the spyglass icon next to a 
reviewer’s name.

How does JID Journals use the R-Score?
We only rate reviews on quality.  We do not 
require EDs to give each review a score, but the 
more ratings we receive, the more helpful the 
score is for selecting reviewers.



EXTERNAL REVIEWER SEARCHES

•Click on External Searches
to open the search window.

•The search window allows searches by 
manuscript title, keyword, author name, 
preferred/non-preferred reviewer, or 
Other.  

•You can currently search Web of Science, 
PubMed, HighWire, or Google from 
ScholarOne.



EXTERNAL REVIEWER SEARCHES

•The system will open a new window with the results of your search.  If 
you wish, you can use the site tools to further narrow your search.



CREATING A REVIEWER ACCOUNT
•To invite a reviewer who 
is not in the database, 
you will  create a new 
account.  Click on Add 
New Reviewer.

•Enter the reviewer’s 
details, then click Create 
and Add.

•They system will not 
create a new account if 
one already exists for the 
email address entered.



INVITING A REVIEW

•After adding reviewers to the 
Reviewer List, click the Invite
icon.

•An invitation email will open.

•Edit the message as you wish.

•Click the Save & Send icon.
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